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1. Talk like Ted

Central Idea:

This book reveals the 9 secrets of successful TED presentations.

In this book, you'll learn the presentation strategies used by some of the world's most influential speakers.

2. Peoplewatching

Central Idea:

Thie book shares the techniques of how you can achieve business success via effective communication skills.

If you're an inexperienced speaker and wanting to improve communication skills, I strongly recommend this book.
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3. Develop your presentation skills.

Central Idea:

This book shows you a step-by-step process to go beyond handling nerves and understand what your audience wants.

If you don’t already have the book, order it here on Amazon to learn the juicy details:

https://t.co/DPncD8LoDP

https://t.co/DPncD8LoDP


4. The Art of Public Speaking

Central Idea: Build confidence through speech practice, and prepare for success in the classroom and beyond.



5. Talking with confidence for the painfully shy

Central Idea:

80% of all adults feel awkward in social or business situations, this book teaches you how to conquer nervousness and

speak up confidently in any situations.



6. The Quick and Easy Way to Effective Speaking

Central Idea:

This book comprises the 3 effective methods of delivering a talk like TED.

Read this book and You’ll get new insights into the art of persuasion, teaching, learning, and performance.



7. Speak With No Fear

Central Idea:

Mike Acker, the author, teaches you 7 strategies for coping with public speaking anxiety.

The 7 strategies include 'Imagine the Worst', 'It's Not About You' and 'Be in the Moment'.



8. Speak like Churchill, stand like Lincoln

Central Idea:

If you ever wish you could captivate public with your opening line like Winston Churchill, and command attention much like

Abraham Lincoln,

Read this book and you'll unlock the secrets of history's greatest speakers.



9. Out With It: How Stuttering Helped Me Find My Voice

Central Idea:

In this book, you'll get to know how Katherine, the author, discover her voice that affects 60 million people worldwide.

10. Confessions of a Public Speaker

Central Idea:

This book provides an insider’s perspective on how to effectively present ideas to anyone.

Scott Berkun, the author has shared his experience of more than 15 years of speaking to crowds of all sizes.

Found it helpful?

If it's so, you can RT my first tweet & support my youtube channel ( link in the bio■■ )

Turn on ■ to get the next value thread for the next day on your timeline.

@WealthHatch_

Thank you so much for reading this so far.
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